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The main article, “CoBold, a method for identifying different functional classes
of transient RNA structure features that can impact RNA structure formation
in vivo”, discusses the proposition of a new computational tool. Through the
entire discussion of the method, a major part of the study consists of the analy-
sis of the information that the method allows us to extract from different RNA
systems. Those systems have the particular characteristic that they can adopt
different conformations depending on the environmental properties. The sys-
tems discussed are the following ones:
• HDV ribozyme [Figure S1]:
The Hepatitis Delta Virus (HDV) is a single-stranded (ss) RNA virus
that aggravates symptoms of human hepatitis. This particular ribozyme
regulates the self-cleaving process required for viral replication. This is
achieved via two different structural configurations that either allow or
prevent replication depending on the environmental conditions. In the
active state, the region on the sequence where the self-cleaving happens
is exposed, so HDV can undergo the process and replicate. During poor
conditions for replication, however, the self-cleaving region is sequestered
by a hairpin, thereby preventing replication. Notwithstanding, if optimal
replication conditions are achieved once more, the 5’ region of the seques-
tering hairpin is itself sequestered, so the self-cleaving region is exposed
again and the replication can occur. The HDV ribozyme sequence has
a length of 152 nt. In this particular case, we employed the alignment
RF00094 from Rfam [1], with M28267.1 635-775 as reference sequence.
• 5’UTR of Leviviridae Levivirus [Figure S2]:
The Levivirus is a ssRNA bacteriophage, i.e. a virus that kills certain
bacteria. Its 5’ UTR controls the translation of its proteins by regulating
the binding of the ribosome and the replicase, which compete for the same
region. Without the need for more proteins, the ribosomal binding site
is sequestered by an upstream complementary sequence and trapped in
a helix. If protein translation is needed, however, this complementary
sequence is paired a sequence further, thereby releasing the sequence and
enabling ribosome binding. This particular sequence has a length of 158 nt.
For this analysis we used a custom alignment, chosing GQ153927.1 1-132
as reference sequence.
• SAM riboswitch [Figure S3]:
This particular riboswitch is a structure widely shared among bacteria
which allows for a switch in gene expression depending on the presence
of a certain coenzyme (in this case, S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)). With
SAM binding, the riboswitch adopts an RNA structure that stops tran-
scription. This structure comprises two helices, one called anti-anti-terminator
and one called terminator (in 5’ to 3’ order). Without SAM binding, this
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RNA structure is partly re-arranged. In this rearrangement, the two anti-
anti-terminator and terminator helices are destroyed and converted into a
single new helix that pairs the 3’ arm of the former anti-anti-terminator he-
lix and the 5’ arm of the former terminator helix into a new anti-terminator
helix. This anti-terminator helix allows for transcription to proceed. The
SAM riboswitch has a length of 215 nt. In this particular study we em-
ployed a custom alignment, with AL009126.3 1258276-1258464 as reference
sequence.
• Tryphtophan (Trp) operon leader [Figure S4]:
This structure regulates the transcription of the trp operon in E. coli. Sim-
ilarly to the above examples, it senses if the optimal conditions for tran-
scription are given or not. In this case, however, the region is responsive
to the transcription speed itself. While transcription is being conducted
by the ribosome as its nominal speed, a terminator hairpin forms which
stops transcription. If conditions are not optimal for transcription and
the ribosome stalls, an anti-terminator structure emerges that sequesters
the terminator which in turns allows the ribosome to transcribe the whole
sequence, instead of just a partial one. The sequence of the trp operon
leader has a length of 152 nt. For the purpose of this analysis we used
Rfam alignment RF00513 with AE005174.2 2263095-2263188 as reference.
• ZTP riboswitch [Figure S5]:
This structure switch regulates transcription in bacteria via the presence
or absence of the purine biosynthetic intermediate 5-aminoimidazole-4-
carbozamide riboside 5’-triphosphate (ZTP) molecule. Here, we focus on
the structure in Clostridium beijerinckii pfl. This riboswitch’s structure
was recently studied [2] and its cofolding path was extracted by analysing
the SHAPE values of its different substranscripts. We wanted to check if
our proposed method was able to recover that particular structure that was
extracted experimentally with a to of time and effort. The ZTP riboswitch
we use has a length of 172 nt. In this study we employed an improved
version of the RF01750 alignment with CP000721.1 1211931-1212029 as
reference sequence.
Due to the different conformations and elements to discuss, all the results
could not be presented in the main article due to length restrictions, as the
inclusion of all those figure and additional discussion would have extended the
length of the main article by a considerable amount. Thus, those additional el-
ements regarding the HDV ribozyme, the SAM riboswitch and the tryphtophan
operon leader are being included in the following supplementary material. All
the following figures were plot using Rchie/R4RNA [3].
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2 SAM riboswitch
When analysing the results given by the comparative part of CoBold for the
SAM riboswitch for its two, bound and unbound, conformations [Figure S7,
Figure S8] we can observe the evolutionary conserved clashing helices that can
potentially appear during the transcription process. In this particular case we
see how, for the unbound conformation, the clashing helices that are more preva-
lent are beneficial (3’-Trans, 5’-Cis) or neutral (3’-Mid, 5’-Mid); some of
those beneficial helices disappear when considering only the results with the
lowest p-value [Figure S9, Figure S10]. However, for the bound conformation
the observed predictions are more difficult to explain, as we cans see how many
different helix types appear, some negatives ones. Even though the negatives
cases disappear when considering the lowest p-value plots, where mostly neutral
types (5’-Mid, 3’-Mid) appear; the appearance of those negative helices could
seem puzzling. However, if we consider that those negative clashing helices usu-
ally spawn regions that are mutually exclusive for both conformation, they can
be seen as turning points for the structure, that could appear under the right
circumstances to impede the formation of the bound structure, allowing only
the unbound structure to emerge.
When analysing the results given by the non-comparative part of CoBold
for the SAM riboswitch for its two, bound and unbound, conformations [Fig-
ure S11, Figure S12], we can observe the different clashing helices that can
appear during transcription and interact with any of the reference helices, while
also looking only the ones that are supported by evolutionary conservation. In
this particular case, for the bound conformation we observe some beneficial
clashing helices appearing (5’-Cis) that are mostly sequestering structures that
only appear in that particular conformation. These helices are actually the most
prevalent when considering only the ones that are also well evolutionary con-
served. Those particular clashing helices can be seen as elements that can help
the riboswitch to transition between conformation given the right environmental
conditions. For the unbound conformation only the complete set of predictions
of the non-comparative part of CoBold are shown, as there was no intersec-
tion with the comparative part. The ones that can be observed are mostly of
the neutral (5’-Mid) of beneficial (3’-Trans) type. Some of the disruptive
(5’-Trans, 3’-Cis) type can also be observed, they are once more affecting mu-
tually exclusive structures, however, again can be interpreted as control helices
that allow the formation of one of another structure in terms of the conditions
promoting or not the appearance of that particular clashing helix.
3 Tryphtophan operon leader
In the case of the terminator and antiterminator conformations of the Tryphto-
phan operon leader, when focusing on the results given by the comparative part
of CoBold [Figure S13, Figure S14], we can observe a similar picture of the
one appearing for the SAM riboswitch. Most of the clashing helices appearing
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are of the beneficial or neutral type. There are some of the disruptive type, but
those tend to disappear when considering the best conserved ones [Figure S15,
Figure S16]. The only disruptive clashing helices that are well evolutionary
conserved are the ones that sequester some of the helices that belong to struc-
tures that are mutually exclusive between the terminator and antiterminator
conformation, as the can act as control elements that allow the formation of
the structure according to the particular environmental conditions during the
transcription process
The results of the non-comparative part of CoBold for the two conforma-
tion of the Tryphtophan operon leader [Figure S17, Figure S18] once more let us
know the co-transcriptionallyemerging clashing helices, and in this case we see
how there are an increased number of disruptive (3’-Cis, 5’-Trans) clashes.
However, we also can appreciate how those clashing helices in this particular
case are actually the same for both conformations (being 3’-Transfor the ter-
minator conformation and 5’-Transfor the antiterminator one), which shows
in an even clearer way how these specific helices acts are control elements that
allow certain exclusive structures for different conformations. These control he-
lices will capture some of the basepairs during transcription and thus, only the
best suited conformation acording to the current environmental characteristics
will arise at the end.
4 HDV ribozyme
If we study the results of the comparative part of CoBold for the HDV ri-
bozyme conformations (active, alternative 1 and alternative 2) [Figure S19,
Figure S20, Figure S21], we can observe how the clashing helices appearing are
mostly neutral (5’-Mid, 3’-Mid) . However, one particular clashing helix peaks
our attention, as it the only negative one while also being shared between the
three different conformations and potentially clashing with structural elements
that are specific to each conformation. This helix, that also appears when con-
sidering only the lowest p-value clashes [Figure S22, Figure S23 is one of the
already mentioned control clashing helices that might serve as a selection point
during transcription, allowing one of other conformation to arise in terms of the
cell conditions.
This particular helix, however, is not observed when considering the predic-
tions of the non-comparative part of CoBold [Figure S24, Figure S25], where
most of the helices that can be observed are only of the neutral (5’-Mid, 3’-Mid)
type, and only a neutral (5’-Mid) helix is present in the intersection between
the non-comparative and comparative part. This helix is however present in
both conformations and also clashes with an structure that, in this case, is
present in both of them. That element could act as safety device, (similar to a
5’-Cishelix), sequestering some of the nucleotides of the 5’ region of a helix to
ensure the formation of that particular element by forbidding any other possible
pairing and let the reference helix emerge by breaking when the 3’ region of the
reference helix is being transcribed.
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5 FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure S1: Picture showing the three different conformations the HDV rybozime
can adopt: the active structure, the inhibitory structure and the permissive
alternative structure. The self-cleaving site is indicated by the orange arrow,
being exposed in the active and permissive structure and sequestered in the
inhibitory one. Picture extracted from [4]
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Figure S2: Picture showing the two different conformations the 5′UTR of the
Leviviridae Levivirus can adopt: the inhibitory structure and the permissive
alternative structure. The ribosome binding site (SD) site is indicated by the
yellow nucleotides, being exposed in the permissive structure and sequestered
in the inhibitory one. Picture extracted from [4]
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Figure S3: Picture showing the two different conformations the SAM-responsive
riboswitch can adopt: the bound structure and the unbound structure. The ter-
minator, antiterminator and antiantiterminator hairpins are indicated in brown,
green and blue respectively. It can be seen how the terminator is sequestered
in the unbound state and free at the bound one. Picture extracted from [4]
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Figure S4: Picture showing the two different conformations the tryphtophan
operon leader can adopt: the terminator structure and the antiterminator struc-
ture. The ribosome binding site and antiterminator hairpin are indicated in
green and brown respectively. It can be seen how the binding site is sequestered
in the terminator state and free and accessible at the antiterminator one, where
the terminator is sequestered by the antiterminator. Picture extracted from [4]
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Figure S5: Picture showing the cofolding path as well as the different conforma-
tions for the ZTP riboswitch for the ZTP-bound and ZTP-unbound states. At
the top a time-line can be observed with the relevant structural steps happening
during transcription while, at the bottom we show the secondary structure of
the different transient forms of the ZTP riboswitch, labelling the most relevant
helices involved. Figure adapted from [2]
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Figure S6: Explanatory figure showing the clashing predictions with
the minimum p-value of the permissive conformation of the Leviridae
Levivirus by the comparative part of CoBold: The horizontal line repre-
sents the input MSA. Each arc or semi-circle corresponds to a single base-pair
connecting the corresponding two sequence positions. Arcs on top represent
the reference RNA structure, in this case the permissive conformation of the Le-
vivirus. Arcs below the horizontal line depict the transient helices predicted
by the comparative mode of CoBold. For each shown transient helix, it is
easy to identify the corresponding helix or helices it is clashing with (in this
case indicated by the arrows) as these share base-paired positions along the
horizontal line, see the feature highlighted by the circles and arrows (1–2,4–5).
The left part of the figure shows the predicted helices and the reference he-
lix/helices they are clashing with in the known structure coloured by statistical
significance (i.e. p-value) (5) whereas the right part of the figure shows them
coloured by functional class (6). In this case, the most prominent feature is
thus the predicted transient helix comprising four base-pairs of high statistical
significance (see dark green colour and legend, as indicated by the arrow on the
bottom left) and of beneficial type (i.e. 3’-Trans) (see dark blue colour and
legend on the bottom right) which may aid in the formation of the 3’ helix of
the reference RNA structure conformation.
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Figure S7: Clashing predictions of the bound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch by the comparative
part of CoBold: In the top part of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the bound conformation of
the SAM Riboswitch is shown. In the bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices with the comparative part
of CoBold and directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. Each arc between two
positions represent a basepair between those two nucleotides. Consecutive arcs represent helices spawning a consecutive
number of basepairs. Each competing helix can be coloured in terms of two different schemes: p-values and helix type.
When coloured in terms of helix type, each competing helices at the bottom and the corresponding reference helix being
clashed are coloured in terms of their relative position. When coloured in terms of p-value, both the competing and
reference competed helix are coloured in terms of the p-value of the clashing helix. Reference helices not being clashed
with are coloured in black. The clashes appearing in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of their p-value. The
clashes appearing in the picture on the right are coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
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Figure S8: Clashing predictions of the unbound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch by the comparative
part of CoBold:For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part of both figures the
reference structure corresponding to the unbound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch is shown. In the bottom part
of both figures, only the clashing helices with the comparative part of CoBold and directly competing with one of the
helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of
their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
Figure S9: Clashing predictions with the minimum p-value of the bound conformation of the SAM
Riboswitch by the comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1.
In the top part of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the bound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch
is shown. In the bottom part, only the clashing helices with the minimum p-value predicted with the comparative part
of CoBold and directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing
in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are
coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
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Figure S10: Clashing predictions with the minimum p-value of the unbound conformation of the SAM
Riboswitch by the comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1.
In the top part of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the unbound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch
is shown. In the bottom part, only the clashing helices with the minimum p-value predicted with the comparative part
of CoBold and directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing
in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are
coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
Figure S11: Clashing predictions of the bound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch by the non-
comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1.In the top part
of the figure the reference structure corresponding to the bound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch is shown. In the
bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices predicted with the non-comparative part of CoBold and directly
competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. In this case the arcs appearing in bothm the left
and right pictures, are coloured in terms of the kind of clashes the helices are involved in. The right part only shows
the intersection between the predictions of bot the comparative and non-comparative part of CoBold.
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Figure S12: Clashing predictions of the unbound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch by the non-
comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1.In the top part of
the figure the reference structure corresponding to the unbound conformation of the SAM Riboswitch is shown. In the
bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices predicted with the non-comparative part of CoBold and directly
competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. In this case the arcs are coloured in terms of the
kind of clashes the helices are involved in. As no common predictions appeared in this case between the comparative
and non-comparative part of CoBold, only the correspondent to the non-comparative part are shown.
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Figure S13: Clashing predictions of the terminator conformation of the TRP operon leader by the com-
parative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part of both
figures the reference structure corresponding to the terminator conformation of the TRP operon leader is shown. In the
bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices with the comparative part of CoBold and directly competing
with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing in the picture on the left are coloured
in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are coloured in terms of their helix types
instead.
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Figure S14: Clashing predictions of the antiterminator conformation of the TRP operon leader by the
comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part
of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the antiterminator conformation of the TRP operon leader is
shown. In the bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices with the comparative part of CoBold and directly
competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing in the picture on the left
are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are coloured in terms of their
helix types instead.
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Figure S15: Clashing predictions with the minimum p-value of the terminator conformation of the TRP
operon leader by the comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig.
1. In the top part of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the terminator conformation of the TRP
operon leader is shown. In the bottom part, only the clashing helices with the minimum p-value predicted with the
comparative part of CoBold and directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The
clashes appearing in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture
on the right are coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
Figure S16: Clashing predictions with the minimum p-value of the antiterminator conformation of the
TRP operon leader by the comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure
see Fig. 1. In the top part of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the antiterminator conformation of
the TRP operon leader is shown. In the bottom part, only the clashing helices with the minimum p-value predicted
with the comparative part of CoBold and directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are
shown. The clashes appearing in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing
in the picture on the right are coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
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Figure S17: Clashing predictions of the terminator conformation of the TRP operon leader by the non-
comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part of the
figure the reference structure corresponding to the terminator conformation of the TRP operon leader is shown. In the
bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices predicted with the non-comparative part of CoBold and directly
competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. In this case the arcs appearing in bothm the left
and right pictures, are coloured in terms of the kind of clashes the helices are involved in. The right part only shows
the intersection between the predictions of bot the comparative and non-comparative part of CoBold.
Figure S18: Clashing predictions of the antiterminator conformation of the TRP operon leader by the
non-comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top
part of the figure the reference structure corresponding to the antiterminator conformation of the TRP operon leader
is shown. In the bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices predicted with the non-comparative part of
CoBold and directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. In this case the arcs are
coloured in terms of the kind of clashes the helices are involved in. As no common predictions appeared in this case
between the comparative and non-comparative part of CoBold, only the correspondent to the non-comparative part
are shown.
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Figure S19: Clashing predictions of the active conformation of the HDV riboswitch by the comparative
part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part of both figures the
reference structure corresponding to the active conformation of the HDV riboswitch is shown. In the bottom part of
both figures, only the clashing helices with the comparative part of CoBold and directly competing with one of the
helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of
their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
Figure S20: Clashing predictions of the first alternative conformation of the HDV riboswitch by the
comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part
of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the first alternative conformation of the HDV riboswitch is
shown. In the bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices with the comparative part of CoBold and directly
competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing in the picture on the left
are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are coloured in terms of their
helix types instead.
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Figure S21: Clashing predictions of the second alternative conformation of the HDV riboswitch by the
comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part
of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the second alternative conformation of the HDV riboswitch is
shown. In the bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices with the comparative part of CoBold and directly
competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing in the picture on the left
are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are coloured in terms of their
helix types instead.
Figure S22: Clashing predictions with the minimum p-value of the active conformation of the HDV
riboswitch by the comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1.
In the top part of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the active conformation of the HDV riboswitch
is shown. In the bottom part, only the clashing helices with the minimum p-value predicted with the comparative part
of CoBold and directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The clashes appearing
in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture on the right are
coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
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Figure S23: Clashing predictions with the minimum p-value of the first alternative conformation of the
HDV riboswitch by the comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see
Fig. 1. In the top part of both figures the reference structure corresponding to the first alternative conformation of the
HDV riboswitch is shown. In the bottom part, only the clashing helices with the minimum p-value predicted with the
comparative part of CoBold and directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. The
clashes appearing in the picture on the left are coloured in terms of their p-value. The clashes appearing in the picture
on the right are coloured in terms of their helix types instead.
Figure S24: Clashing predictions of the active conformation of the HDV riboswitch by the non-
comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part of
the figure the reference structure corresponding to the active conformation of the HDV riboswitch is shown. In the
bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices predicted with the non-comparative part of CoBold and directly
competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. In this case the arcs appearing in bothm the left
and right pictures, are coloured in terms of the kind of clashes the helices are involved in. The right part only shows
the intersection between the predictions of bot the comparative and non-comparative part of CoBold.
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Figure S25: Clashing predictions of the first alternative conformation of the HDV riboswitch by the non-
comparative part of CoBold: For a more detailed general description of the figure see Fig. 1. In the top part of
the figure the reference structure corresponding to the first alternative conformation of the HDV riboswitch is shown.
In the bottom part of both figures, only the clashing helices predicted with the non-comparative part of CoBold and
directly competing with one of the helices of the reference structure are shown. In this case the arcs are coloured in
terms of the kind of clashes the helices are involved in. As no common predictions appeared in this case between the
comparative and non-comparative part of CoBold, only the correspondent to the non-comparative part are shown.
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